FEATURES
Jesse Alexander finds out about new Irish Photography Collections (p.6)
- Judith Williamson analyses the Pictures of Partygate (p.12) • Alan Huck considers Walker Evans and Concrete Poetry (p.20) • Caroline Harding talks about the challenges of being a Manuscript Photographer (p.26)

COLUMNs
Joseph McBrinn (p.10)
Orla Fitzpatrick (p.18)
Colin Pantall (p.82)
Rin Ushiyama (p.86)

SIGNS
David Billingham (p.50)

Mari Mahr (p.30)

EXHIBITIONS
In Our Own Image • Helen Levitt

BOOKS
Gilles Peress • Photography for Children • Covid Photobook Projects • #Selfies • Tom Wood • Instructional Photography • Photography in Australia and more

Fritz Fürstenberg (p.40)